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Aim of WPG

• Describe the FTD’s
• infrastructure

• metadata 

• Possibilities of access

• Assess potential for using FTD in official statistics
• prior to getting data

• case studies 

• sharing economy



About FTD

• A financial transaction  transaction = a transfer of money from a 
payer to a receiver

• Types– payment instruments and payment platforms

• Data from a certain source usually only cover some of these 
cells

Payment instrument POS terminal   ATM Web Mobile Payment 

Solution

Cash x x

Prepaid cards x x x x

Delayed debit Cards and 

credit cards

x x x x

Debit cards x x x x

Direct debits (“Giro”) x x

Credit transfers (“Giro”) x x x x



About FTD, contin. 

• Population: all transactions or a subset, e.g. within one cell in 
previous table

• Unit: the single transaction, or aggregated to either person, 
household, mcc, mcc group, region,....
• NSIs typically receive only aggregated data. 

• Two exceptions: Portugal and Norway.

• Microdata (unit: single transaction): received only in accordance with 
GDPR requirements. 



Actors

• Central bank: supervising the market, usually producing 
statistics.
• usually access to more data than the NSI.

• Extensive knowledge of the financial market

• Banks  (many)

• Private service providers (handling the transactions)

• Issuers of credit cards

• Clearing and settlement institutions

• Other actors
• DSOP Control, ....



Some official statistics potentially benefitting 
from FTD

• e-commerce turnover

• early macroeconomic indicators

• early estimates of macroeconomic aggregates and indicators 

• sharing economy (e.g. lodging)

• household budget statistics 

• retail sales statistics, 

• interaction between (business) industry sectors



Conclusions and recommendations
• Statistical act or formal agreement is necessary 

• Check that GDPR requirements are met: 
• Data Protection Impact Assessment DPIA: cost-benefit analysis

• Balancing need for statistics versus inconvenience for the subjects within the dataset   

• Only access to data and granularity needed 

• Allocation of sufficient NSI resources 
• working time and calendar time

• Sufficient server capacity if microdata is to be accessed. 

• Identify relevant potential data providers and other actors



Conclusions and recommendations, contin.

• Good cooperation process

• Explain NSI experience in secure handling of data and NSI’s role 
in contrast to Tax Authorities etc (statistics instead of targeting 
subjects)

• Study metadata thoroughly in advance, 
• Identify data that will eventually not be useful

• Don’t use time on getting these these data  

• Decide on a useful aggregation 
• payment platform, payment instrument, business/private, mcc group, 

country,....



Recommendations on cooperation

• Good personal relation 
• Focus on mutual benefits instead of demanding the data

• Acknowledge data provider’s burden:
• resources used for finding and preparing data for NSI without payment

• Tell data provider of the benefits:
• More statistics for the society & reduced response burden for Businesses

• From the NSI: Help and knowledge transfer: 
• metadata description, analysis of the data

• perform tasks within data provider’s organisation  / Common working groups
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